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ABSTRACT

An earth station apparatus and its technical specificities and components are
described in this article. Which is used for locating and telecontrol of flying objects.
The pseudo-random spread spectrum system compatible with GPS is used in
measuring the distance and velocity of moving-targets. The ranging and range-rate
measuring signals and telecontrol signal are included in up link. The CDMA-
DS,GLOD code are used for ranging and range-rate measuring. The GLOD code rate
varies from 1 Kbps to 2.048 Mbps in step 1 bit. The subcarrier modulation systems of
telecontrol are PSK, FSK, MFSK and High alphabet modulation. The frequency of
subcarrier varies from 1 KHz to 1 MHZ in step 1 Hz. The rate of instruction code
varies from 50 bps to 38.4Kbps in step 1 bit. The modulation indexes varies from 0.7
to 2 in 16 steps. The polarization diversity technique of digital symmetical common
mode and differential mode loops are applied in down link receiver. It is used for
demodulation of back signal, ranging and range-rate measuring signal and A, E error
signal used by track system. The digital technique and modularization bus technique
are used throughout the apparetus. All modules in apparatus and their principle are
discussed in thes article.

INTRODUCTION

The ranging and telecontrol apparatus is a system composed of radio locating
apparatus, telemetry apparatus and telecontrol apparatus. It can be used to locate,
telemetry and telecontrol a flying object. The whole system contains antenna and
feeder subsystem, uplink and downlink channel subsystem, digital receiver,
modulation and demodulation subsystem and computer process subsystem. The
diameter of the antenna is 5 meters. RF of uplink is L band. RF of downlink is S band.



It is possible for the system to measure distance and velocity of moving target
by one station. Addition to A and E, pointing angles of the antenna, the orbit of the
target can be measured.

The scheme employing a GPS rebroadcaster on board is used to measure the
distance and velocity. Measuring system is Code Division Multiple Access Direct
Sequence (CDMA-DS). The Pseudo-Random Codes (PRN) are transmitted through
uplink channel. The PRN send back are received by downlink channel. The lag is
measured to attain the distance, the doppler freqence is measured to attain the
velocity. Pilot frequency signal is added to the downlink. By measuring the pilot
freqency doppler signal, the floating errors of local oscillator on board can be
corrected.

UPLINK APPARATUS

Uplink apparatus generates ranging signal and telecontrol signal.
Digital technique is employed to generate ranging signal. The digital signal

processor (DSP) manage a numerical control oscillator (NCO) to generate a clock
signal. The clock signal drive the PRN generator to generate PRN to modulate the
carrier to produce ranging signal. As using a NCO, the code rate of PRN can be
flexibly changed.

The telecontrol signal generator is composed of telecontrol Data signal
processor, two subcarrier NCO and FM/PM modulator. Because two NCOes are used,
it is easy to accomplish mutiple subcarrier modultion system. Step attenuators are
added to the output of two NCO, so 16 modulation indexes are accomplished.

Telecontrol signal and ranging signal are added, mixed up to L band, amplified
and then are transmitted through uplink channel. The carrier frequence in L band is
changed by a variable frequency synthesizer.

The generators of telecontrol signal and ranging signal are all modularized card,
they can be inserted into a normal bus box. Therefore the apparatus can be easily
extented to form more generators.

The spectrum of uplink signal is showed in fig. 3.

DOWNLINK APPARATUS

Downlink apparatus includes digital polarization diversity receiver, distance and
velcocity measurement processor. The spectrum of down link signal is showed in
fig. 4.

There are two channels in downlink: left circular polarization and right circular
polorization. The frequency is S band, 2200-2300 MHZ. The first local oscillator is a
variable frequency synthesizer include 100 frequencies. Left and right circular
polorization signals are mixed down 3 times, then the signals are down converted



differently in phase (I) and quadrature (Q) phase to baseband . The 4 signals are
sampled and convert to digital signal, the digital signals are fed into the digital
polarization diversity receiver.

The diversity receiver employs the technique of totally digital symmetical
common mode loop and differential mode loop. Left and right circular NCO output
the estimation of pilot frequency doppler phase. After complex-correlating it with left
and right I, Q signals we can get left and right circular pilot frequency doppler errors
and polorized phase errors. The errors are weighted according to left and right circular
AGC.

As showed in fig. 1, the output of phase detector of common mode (PDC) is
doppler phase error of pilot frequency that already weighted. The output of phase
detector of differential mode (PDD) is polorized phase error that already weghted. The
two errors differently pass the common mode loop filter F (z) and differential modec

loop filter f (z). The output of F (Z) controls two NCOes in push-and-pull mode, theD D

output of F (z) controls two NCOes at the same time. Therefore the common loopc

accomplishes the tracking of pilot doppler phase, the differential loop accomplishes
the tracking of polorized phase.

The in phase part of diversity synthesized signal GI are sent to coherent
demodulator, the output is the errors )A, )E. At the same time BPSK demodulator
output PCM telemetry data. GI and GQ, in phase part and quadrature phase part of
diversity synthesized, include I and Q part of destance-measurement signal. The signal
passed the ranging and range-rate processor to accomplish the measurement.

Loop filter employs the software of high velocity signal processor TMS320C25,
so the loop parameter can be flexibly changed. The software accomplish auto
checking, caculation of signal to noise ratio, reporting of loop locked. The processor is
linked with central computer by serial bus and can be managed by the central
computer.

Employment of technique of digital symetrical common mode differential mode
polorization diversity make the apparatus reliable. It is convenient to adjust because of
the indepandce of errors of common mode and differential mode. The pilot frequency
and doppler frequency can be read out, so velocity can be corrected.

COMPONENTS AND MAIN SPECIFICATIONS

All the system, included ranging , telecontrol and telemetry terminal apparatus
are digitalized. All function modules are connected in bus mode.

Fig. 2 showes all function modules and their relations. In normal box, every
function module can be inserted into any bus socket. The central computer can set,
program the function modules through control bus. The measurement results are sent
to computer through data bus and are processed and displayed.



Specifications:

Distance and Velocity Measurement Aparatus

system: CDMA-DS

precision: distance, 3 m
velocity, 0.06 m/s

sensitive: 165dbw

Telecontrol Apparatus

subcarrier system: BPSK,FSK,MFSK,High-alphabet
frequency of subcarrier: 10 KHz-l MHz

instruction code rate: 50 bps-38.4 Kbps
carrier system: FM or PM

Telemetry Apparatus

subcarrier system: BPSK
receiving mode: polorized diversity receiving

code rate: 50 bps-64 Kbps

CONCLUDE

Because digital technique and modularization technique are used, the apparatus
have a good sameness, are easy to batch process. The test had qualified it for
measurement and telecontrol moving targets.










